Ganitmitra and eVigyanshala.

A team of two MLAasia members (Mr. Rishikesh Patankar and Mr. Saurabh Sharma) visited Homerton School Faridabad on 25th July 2011 for pilot deployment of Ganitmitra and eVigyanshala. Initially team met with the principal and teachers of the school and gave a brief introduction about MLAasia.

Subsequent to this a complete local deployment was carried out by the team. The team also imparted trainings to a few teachers at the school and handed over 10 login credentials for the school to use.

Finally the team got the Deployment Acknowledgement Forms signed and stamped by the school authority. The evaluation proformas were also circulated to the school manager. A feedback is planned to be collected from the school on regular basis. The team is also providing support through Telephone/Email. The school authorities showed a lot of interest in our applications and desired interest in more such projects.